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The next stage
of Industry 4.0
Dear readers,
The digital networking of industry,
energy, and logistics is gathering
momentum. Boundaries between
industries are being blurred, productivity is rising, and new business
models are emerging. In April,
visitors to the Hanover trade fair
2018 could experience how the next
stage of Industry 4.0 will be integrated. The fair illustrated
how the digitalization of production, interconnected energy
systems, and intelligent logistic solutions will radically change
the way in which we work, run our economies, and live. Robots that
adjust to their human counterparts, AR glasses that provide the person
wearing them with information, and learning machines that optimize
themselves. “The factory of the future will be able to think, while
humans will take center stage,” explained Dr. Jochen Köckler, the head
of the Hanover trade fair, after the event. The main focus was the
integration of artificial intelligence in factories and the advantages this
provides employees and the production process. The trade fair has
once again sent a clear message not only highlighting Germany as a
location but also for its global developments in the mechanical
engineering and intralogistic sectors.
Humans and machines are thus the pillars of future factories, although
they only achieve their true potential when combined. Only combining
automation technology, platforms, and machine learning techniques
will elevate Industry 4.0 to the next stage. We are living in exciting
times, where automation specialists must prove their software skills
and standard IT companies will discover new business sectors by
working with industry. Companies therefore need to change the way
they think. They must be setup differently, enter new partnerships, and
develop new business models based on digitalization technologies.
New markets will thus be developed and quickly conquered.
You will be able to discover the next stage of the digitalization process
at the Hanover trade fair USA which will be held in Chicago from
September 10 to 15, 2018. Our editorial staff will ensure that you are
always kept up-to-date on matters regarding digitalization – in the
printed issue, E-paper or on our website
www.world-of-industries.com
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We hope you enjoy reading this issue.
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W RLDWIDE NEWS
New sales director with international
expertise at NKE Austria

Turck’s new sales
venture in South Africa

Austrian bearing manufacturer NKE Austria GmbH has appointed a
new sales director as of April 2018. Jesús Monforte, an engineer with
qualifications also in business administration, has extensive international experience in industrial product and market development.
Before joining at NKE, Jesús Monforte was active at
ABB and Mann + Hummel in Spain, Asia Pacific
and Germany. He now brings his international expertise to the Austrian bearing manufacturer, which, together with Spanish
company Fersa Bearings established the
Fersa Group 2 years ago. Both NKE and
Fersa are active internationally in the
development, production and sales of
bearings for the global automotive and
industrial markets, with Fersa covering the
automotive and NKE the industrial sector. The
Group is represented on all continents, with 4
production sites, 6 distribution centres, 4 R&D facilities, as well as sales
offices and trade partners in more than 86 countries. Engineering,
product development, production and final processing of components,
assembly, quality assurance, logistics, and sales and marketing are
centralised at its Steyr headquarters.

Turck and Banner Engineering have
established a new joint venture in South
Africa, by acquiring RET Automation
Controls, their long-standing sales
partner. The name of the new sales
company will be changed from RET
Automation Controls to Turck Banner
South Africa, and it will be managed by
Brandon Topham and Garth Cubitt,
previous RET shareholders. The 14
existing RET employees will also remain
in the new organization to keep providing support and expertise to sales
partners and customers. The joint
venture in South Africa is a logical

www.nke.at/en

NEWS AND MARKETS

On to Optimize Supply Chain with
Setlog´s OSCA System
In order to make global delivery flows
transparent, the Switzerland-based
sports shoe manufacturer On AG
has introduced the supply
chain management software
Osca. The cloud-based SCM
system of Bochum-based
Setlog GmbH controls all
transport-relevant processes
from the order to the
delivery. The system
replaces e-mail and Excel
lists as the central communication platform for all suppliers. The first manufacturers in
Vietnam went live in May and China
will follow in the upcoming weeks.

continuation of both the company’s
dynamic internationalization process
over the last years. This is the first step on
the African continent, the joint ventures
in South Africa, Malaysia and Singapore
are not the first joint ventures of the two
companies. Turck and Banner have been
working together very successfully in
Europe with joint ventures in England,
France, and Italy. In many other regions,
Turck is the sales partner for the entire
product portfolio of Banner Engineering.
Bild Caption: Previous RET shareholders,
Brandon Topham and Garth Cubitt, will
also manage the new Turck Banner joint
venture in South Africa
www.turck.com

www.setlog.com
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New DHL Americas Innovation
Center to promote future of logistics

LOCATION

BUILDING

LOCATED IN A CLASS
A OFFICE BUILDING
CAMPUS INROSEMONT

EASY ACCESS TO THE
AIRPORT, AS WELL AS
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

TOTAL OF

28,0
00

BUILDING CAN HOST
300 GUESTS AND UP TO
30 EXPERTS TO DRIVE
INNOVATION
WE EXPECT TO INSPIRE
10,000 VISITORS P.A.

SMART AND
HIGH-EFFICIENCY BUILDING
WHICH WILL SUPPORT
DHL's GOGREEN TARGETS

SQUARE FEET

CUSTOMER CENTRIC INNOVATION APPROACH

NEWS AND MARKETS

Our innovation centers are at the heart of our research and development activities. They provide
inspiration and collaboratively engage customers in further developing the logistics sector.

INSPIRE

CONNECT

the logistics industry by transforming
trends and market insights into new
business concepts and prototypes

and build long-term partnerships with in customer workshops and collaborative
customers, partners, start-ups and
projects on logistics trends and best
academia
practices

ENGAGE

INNOVATION &
BUSINESS WORKSHOPS:
Engage with experts
and develop value-adding
ideas for your business.

BUSINESS MEETINGS:
Host your meetings in an
inspiring atmosphere and
combine your agenda with
a guided visit.

TREND & INNOVATION
EVENTS:
Participate in our annual
event series andnetwork
with other thought
leaders.

GUIDED INNOVATION
CENTERVISITS:
Discover latest visions,
trends, and innovative
solutions-fully customized
to your needs.
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DHL will expand its global innovation footprint
to the Americas region by breaking ground for its
new Americas Innovation Center in Rosemont,
Illinois, which will offer unique insights into the
future of logistics.

innovation activities. DHL Supply Chain uses collaborative robots
designed to help with repetitive and precise tasks, such as picking
and packing, in a number of its North American warehouses.
DHL Global Forwarding, the leading specialist in air and ocean
transport, and DHL Express, the world’s leading international express delivery company, also use virtual reality and artificial intelligence in countries like the United States and Chile for employee
training programs and to optimize customer service.

Visions, Trends, Solutions – A physical
representation of innovation in logistics

J

oining the DHL Innovation Center in Troisdorf, Germany, and
the Asia Pacific Innovation Center in Singapore, the Americas Innovation Center will exhibit the technologies and innovations in
logistics that DHL is already implementing across the region, and
will foster the development of future logistics and supply chain solutions while serving as a regional platform for collaborative innovation. The opening is planned for summer 2019.
“With our third Innovation Center worldwide, we will be able to
create a platform for research and collaborative innovation between DHL customers, start-ups, academia, industry partners, and
innovation experts in the Americas region,” commented Matthias
Heutger, SVP, Global Head of Innovation & Commercial Development at DHL. “This visionary innovation center will further promote and nurture our worldwide leading position as the logistics
innovation frontrunner in one of our key markets. It will also help us
to further build on successful partnerships that we have established
with technology leaders and innovative start-ups in the region.”

DHL’s logistic innovations footprint in the Americas
As a global leader in logistics, DHL continuously evaluates its innovative customer-centric solutions, already implementing advanced technologies in all of its operations to boost productivity
and serve the evolving needs of customers. DHL Supply Chain, the
contract logistics specialist within Deutsche Post DHL Group, has
seen average productivity increases of 15 percent in trials of augmented reality technology in warehouses, with smart glasses that
provide visual displays of order picking instructions and item locations. It has also deployed drones with surveillance cameras to
ramp up security at warehousing sites in Brazil and Mexico.
Robotics, ranked the most important physical technology with 63
percent in a recent global survey by DHL of about 350 supply chain
and operations professionals, also play a significant role in DHL’s

The new Americas Innovation Center will house DHL’s logistic innovations and robotics, and will offer customers and partners a
peek into the future of logistics, showcasing visions of what the
world and its transport infrastructure might look like in 2050, as
well as the latest technology trends in robotics and automation, artificial intelligence, self-driving vehicles, the Internet of Things, and
virtual reality – all of which are already being tested or implemented by the Group.
“Rosemont is a central destination for businesses to meet and
connect thanks to our strategic location between Chicago O’Hare
International Airport and the City of Chicago, and we’re thrilled to
have DHL mark our Village as a new destination for technology and
innovation,” said Rosemont Mayor Brad Stephens. “Companies
look for ideas on the newest trends in this digital era, and now they
can come here to look into the future of logistics.”
On a surface area of 24,000 square feet, the state-of-the-art facility can host trend and innovation events for up to 300 guests with
high-tech features, futuristic designs, an impressive foyer and inspiring meeting spaces that will be available to the public.
“Inspire, connect and engage – these are the main goals we pursue with our innovation centers. While inspiring our visitors in a
unique environment and connecting them with logistics and innovation experts, we aim to support strategic customer engagement
that has the potential to create new business and leverage thought
leadership to explore the different ways in which technological development can benefit DHL and our customers in the future. Our
new Americas Innovation Center – in close proximity to some of the
world’s most dynamic technology and innovation hubs – will help
us to shape the future of logistics,” added Heutger.
Photograph and Graphic: DHL

www.dpdhl.com

17.09.- 21.09.2018

22.10.- 26.10.2018

Robot Operating System (ROS)
for Industrial Robots

Data Science
for Production Engineers

Controlling and programming real robots for industrial application

Modern Data Analytics for production and manufacturing

German Engineering Certiﬁcate Courses – Book Now:
www.further-education-in-engineering.com

U.S. manufacturing sector now
in resurgence mode
For a long time there have been claims about U.S.
manufacturing being in a downward spiral. But the
fact is, U.S. still remains the second largest
manufacturer of goods in the world, only behind China
and with increasing adoption of automation and
Industry 4.0 technologies in the manufacturing sector,
it looks like America’s mojo for manufacturing is back.

powerhouse status through a combination of characteristics like
abundant natural resources, sophisticated physical infrastructure,
and a large well-educated workforce. Economic growth in the United States is constantly being driven forward by ongoing innovation,
research and development as well as capital investment.
In 2010, the U.S. economy has emerged from one of the deepest
and longest recession in more than 70 years. While the labor market
has recovered significantly and employment has returned to precrisis levels, the economy still faces a variety of significant challenges going forward. Deteriorating infrastructure, wage stagnation,
rising income inequality, as well as large current account and
government budget deficits, are all issues facing the US economy.

W

United States’ trade structure

ith a rapidly transforming global industrial landscape and
challenges within the country, the U.S. economy is still the
largest and most significant in the world. It represents about 20 % of
total global output. American economy features a highly-developed
and technologically-advanced services sector, which accounts for
about 80 % of its output. It is dominated by services-oriented companies in areas such as technology, finance, healthcare and retail.
Large U.S. corporations also play a major role on the global stage,
with more than a fifth of companies on the ‘Fortune Global 500’
coming from the United States. Even though the services sector is
the main engine of the economy, the U.S. also has an important
manufacturing base, which represents roughly 15 % of output. It is
the second largest manufacturer in the world and a leader in highvalue industries such as automobiles, aerospace, machinery, telecommunications and chemicals. America maintains its economic

NEWS AND MARKETS

Author: Sushen Doshi, International Correspondent for World of Industries
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Over the past several decades, the U.S. has been involved heavily in
international trade, which has mostly resulted in a trade deficit.
Overall, the trade deficit implies that the value of the goods being
purchased from abroad by the United States exceeds the value of
the goods being sold to other countries. It is the 2nd largest exporter
and largest importer of goods and services in the world. America’s
current account deficit has been increasing since the 1990s and
reached an all-time high of 5.8 % of GDP in 2006. The deficit has
since narrowed mainly due to increased oil production on U.S soil.
America also is by far the top recipient of foreign direct investment
(FDI), about 80 % of which comes from UK, Japan, the Netherlands
and 6 other top industrialized nations. The manufacturing sector
has a lion’s share, bringing in about 40 % of the FDI.

Although the United States has lost some of its competitive edge in
recent decades, capital goods still represent two thirds of its total exports. It mainly exports high-value capital goods and manufactured
products, including industrial machinery, airplanes, automobiles
and chemicals. In 2015, the U.S. exported $ 1.510 trillion in goods.
In terms of imports, roughly 15 % of imports are crude oil and
petroleum products. Industrial machinery and equipment also represent 15 % of imported goods. Almost 25 % of imports are capital
goods, such as computers, electronics, medical equipment, and
telecommunications equipment. Consumer goods such as smartphones, pharmaceuticals, household equipments and textiles
represent another 25 % of imported goods. Automotive vehicles,
components and engines represent 15 % of imported goods, whereas
food and beverages represent only about 5 %.

Picking up steam in 2018
The U.S. manufacturing sector has kept up its momentum in May,
with ISM manufacturing index standing at 58.7 in May, up from 57.3
in April. The index remained comfortably above the 50-point
threshold that separates expansion from contraction in the manufacturing sector, where it has been for 21 consecutive months. The
uptick in the index in May was largely the result of strong domestic
demand. However, new export orders fell compared to April, signaling weakening external demand. This indicates an increasing
degree of divergence between the strong momentum of the U.S.
economy and that of the rest of the world. Indeed, analysts have
been concerned by weaker-than-expected demand data in Europe
and parts of Asia in recent months. Manufacturers are also worried
about the ongoing trade tensions with China and other important
trade partners, increasing uncertainty for numerous sectors that
rely heavily on multi-country supply chains.

U.S. Manufacturing in the global arena
For a long time there has been debate about U.S. manufacturing
sector being in a downward spiral and can no longer compete globally. But despite all of this, United States is world’s second largest
manufacturer, only behind China. Let’s take a look.
One of the ways to look at the competitiveness of U.S. manufacturing is to compare its growth with competitor countries. The United States and 7 other countries including France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, South Korea, and the UK make up more than 80 % of
OECD manufacturing activity. In 1997, the real manufacturing output of these 8 countries was nearly $ 4 trillion. The U.S. output was a
little more than a third of this total, Japan accounted for more than
25 %. Germany provided 14 %, followed by Italy’s nearly 8 %. Other
countries were less than 6 % each. By 2015, the U.S. share had risen
to about 36 %. The shares of Mexico and South Korea had risen
slightly and Germany’s share hadn’t changed much. All other
OECD countries saw their share of manufacturing output decline,
with Japan’s share declining nearly 3 %. By this standard, U.S. manufacturing is competing well against the manufacturing sectors of
other large and developed manufacturing economies.
The only exception is China, which isn’t included in the OECD.
According to World Bank statistics, China surpassed the United
States in 2014 as the world’s largest manufacturing nation. By 2015,
China’s real manufacturing output totaled $ 4.2 trillion, considerably more than America’s $ 3.25 trillion. From 2005 to 2015, China’s
share of the world’s manufacturing output rose by 10 % accounting
to nearly 20 %, while America’s share declined to 15 %, a drop of
around 3 %. Undoubtedly, Chinese manufacturing has gained market share from U.S. manufacturing. But it is also true that China has

gained more of the manufacturing market share from other countries like Japan, whose share of global manufacturing output
declined from 10 % to 8 %, and the Euro area, whose share declined
from 18 % to 14 %. So, while China successfully expanded its market
share compared with the United States, that success has come at a
cost of all the leading manufacturing nations, not the U.S. alone.

Trade and tariff wars
Ever since President Trump took office, he has criticized the European Union, and particularly Germany, over the US’ trade deficit
with the EU. He has also said the deficit is unfair given that many
European members of the NATO alliance do not meet the defense
spending target of at least 2 % of their GDP. To try and narrow the
deficit, he has threatened to impose tariffs on imports from EU, a
move that could severely hurt German automobile companies. The
EU-US trade in goods and services was more than € 1 trillion in
2017. EU imported goods worth € 256 billion from the US and
exported € 375 billion. The main export and import categories are
industrial machinery, automobiles and its components and chemicals etc. At more than € 165 billion, machinery and automobiles are
EU’s largest export category to the US. However, in March, when the
United States announced tariffs on imported steel and aluminum,
Trump exempted the EU from it. But on June 1, Trump has lifted the
exemption and steel and aluminum exports from EU to America
will be taxed 25 and 10 % respectively. Europe has said it would retaliate in July to the steel and aluminum tariffs by placing tariffs on
US goods from those areas of the US that voted heavily for Trump
during the 2016 presidential election. The list of goods are worth
more than € 2.5 billion and include steel, bourbon, peanut butter,
cranberries and orange juice. The bloc has also filed a complaint
against the US tariffs at the World Trade Organization (WTO).
United States vs. China: Even before getting elected, Trump has
focused most of his ire on China. He has threatened multiple times
since the beginning of 2018 to place tariffs on various Chinese products to try and close the US’ $ 375-billion trade deficit with the
country. U.S. did not exempt China from the steel and aluminum
tariffs in March. And despite talks between Washington and Beijing
to try and balance the trade deficit, Trump announced in June that
the US would place a 25 % tariff on Chinese goods worth $ 50 billion
from July 6. Beijing responded to the steel and aluminum tariffs in
April by imposing tariffs ranging from 15 to 25 % on $ 3 billion worth
of US goods, including pork, nuts and wine. China has also said in
June that it would mirror the US tariffs on $ 50 billion worth of goods
by targeting the equivalent worth of US items. The list includes US
beef and soy beans and is designed to hurt US regions that voted
heavily for Trump.
United States vs. Canada and Mexico: During the 2016 election
campaign, Trump pledged to renegotiate the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with Canada and Mexico after calling it
the “worst trade deal ever.” He has threatened to withdraw the US
from the agreement since the negotiations over its renewal began in
mid-2017. However, Canada and Mexico also received exemptions
to the steel and aluminum tariffs along with the EU. And as with the
EU, the US lifted the exemptions for both countries at the beginning
of June. Canada and Mexico have also announced retaliatory tariffs
on US products. Mexico has targeted $ 3 billion, while Canada has
targeted over $ 16 billion worth of US goods. Over the near-to-
medium term, if trade tensions escalate, there would be immense
negative impact on global business confidence, which could
hamper business models and overall growth.
Photograph: Lead Pixabay z
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New control platform opens the way
up to the next level of automation

PLCnext Technology forms the basis of the new, open
control platform from Phoenix Contact and has been
available to users as a released product since
November 2017. Interested parties have had the
opportunity as part of an Early Adopter Program to
accompany the development of the platform from an
early stage. The first ideas and applications developed
from this activity, which are particularly sustainable.

AUTOMATION

I

n order to understand the possibilities offered by the new control
platform, its features should be briefly explained in comparison
with established solutions. The classic PLC architecture is based on
a runtime system implemented on a more or less familiar operating
system. The runtime system is then programmed with a manufacturer-specific engineering tool. The system assumes execution and
scheduling as well as consistent exchange of data between the tasks
and programs defined in the runtime environment. Since the needs
of users have changed considerably in recent years, and the d
 emand
for the controller to be programmable in high-level languages is
continually increasing, PLC manufacturers are satisfying this
demand with two different strategies.

Programmable in high-level languages
The first approach is characterized by various controller providers
enabling engineering with the Microsoft Visual Studio, Eclipse and
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Matlab Simulink tools. The resulting programs are then compiled
against the runtime available on the PLC and executed within the
runtime. The advantage of this is that the programs can be created
as usual by the controller programmer as a function block. One
disadvantage of such a system in which the high-level language
programs are encapsulated by a runtime environment of the
operating system becomes evident if the user wants to use existing
open source components. These, after all, are often dependent on
functions of the operating system. If these are not provided by the
PLC manufacturer in the runtime environment, the user is then
subject to the same dependency that exists with classic control
systems. Thus, the user cannot simply integrate a Java Runtime or a
Python interpreter into his engineering activities when needed.

Retaining specific advantages of previous
approaches
Another concept with which control providers are responding to
the new demands of their customers is the provision of a Linux PC
in an IP20 DIN rail housing. Here, the user has flexibility in decisions regarding the execution, programming and use of existing
open-source libraries. However, such platforms are only of limited
appeal to the classic PLC programmers because they cannot implement the engineering activities there in the familiar IEC61131
programming languages.
Against this background, Phoenix Contact has combined the
advantages of both approaches in PLCnext Technology and elimiAuthor: Dipl.-Ing. Michael Gulsch, Marketing PLC, Phoenix Contact
Electronics GmbH, Bad Pyrmont, Germany

nated the associated disadvantages. Based on a real-time Linux
operating system, all PLCnext controllers incorporate an IEC61131
runtime environment. The classic PLC programmer can thus
unpack the device, connect and program as usual, without having
to learn the intricacies of Linux. At the same time, he receives a platform with the flexibility necessary for satisfying future requirements. PLCnext Technology is appealing to the high-level language
programmer because he can create his application in all familiar
engineering environments. Plug-ins are available for tools such as
Microsoft Visual Studio, Eclipse, and Matlab Simulink that configure the compiler (ARM architecture, x86 architecture) and install
various export filters.

Bringing programs into a temporal context
The PLCnext Technology is characterized by the scheduling being
completely separated from the runtime environment and organized as
a Linux component. In this way, any programs can be structured into
tasks and put into a temporal context. This is one of the main differences to other control solutions available on the market which provide
separate runtime systems for the execution of an IEC61131 task as well
as for the high-level language part in one device. With this approach,
the user can program in high-level languages as well as in IEC 61131,
but his flexibility is limited because again he is dependent on the
runtime environment of the respective manufacturer.
In contrast, the architecture of the PLCnext Technology enables
programs from any tool to be brought into a temporal context. For
example, the user can execute the cycle time and execution
sequence of an IEC61131, C ++, and Matlab Simulink program in
one task. Or he can dispense with using the scheduler if he wants to
implement programs that do not have to be processed in real time.
This includes, for example, non-real-time protocols such as MQTT
and Modbus/TCP as well as the processing of database clients such
as Redis and SQL.

Easy exchange of data between tasks and
programs
As a further simplification, the Global Data Space (GDS) enables
the programmer to exchange process data between the tasks
(threads) and programs via ports defined in the GDS. He is thus
saved the hassle of using semaphores, resource blocking, and other
programming techniques to consistently transfer data from one

“PLCnext Technology departs from the
patterns of thinking of programmers, users and
manufacturers established over decades.”
process to the next. Furthermore, the Global Data Space includes
an interface that enables applications running outside of the realtime environment to write data to the GDS and read data there. This
enables a simple link to be created between the real-time and
non-real-time environments.
The configuration of all components is based on XML files. Thus,
as he is used to in Linux, the programmer can create and modify the
scheduling and the process data assignment by editing a text file.
Even greater convenience is provided by the PC Worx Engineer
configuration and programming tool, which includes a graphical
interface for setting up the Execution and Synchronization Manager
(ESM) and the Global Data Space. In this way, programs can be
assigned to the tasks and adjusted in the execution sequence via
drag-and-drop. Furthermore, the GDS in-ports and out-ports can
be assigned to the in-ports and out-ports of the programs. Naturally,
PC Worx Engineer can also be used for programming in IEC 61131.

01 The AXC F 2152 PLCnext controller for the Axioline I/O system is

consistently designed for maximum performance, easy handling, and for
use in harsh industrial environments

Solve diverse tasks flexibly
As an essential feature of the PLCnext Technology, the freedom to
realize the task with the user’s preferred tools has been consistently
transferred to the entire system. If, for example, a function, a
protocol, or a programming language is missing, the user can
integrate or incorporate these himself without having to go through
Phoenix Contact as the controller provider. This is only possible if
not everything is encapsulated by runtime environments and the
user can work directly with a well-known, widely used operating
system.
For the high-level-language programmer, it is simple to implement an MQTT protocol stack, for example. Other users from the
Early Adopter Community have realized applications using the
OpenCV library for image and video analysis as well as for object
recognition. Furthermore, PLCnext Technology is coupled with
Alexa, the digital assistant from Google. Other users use the platform outside of the real-time environment, and therefore without
the Execution and Synchronization Manager, in order to be able to
port third-party runtime environments and applications to it. These
include a connection to Redis databases or the integration of Java
Runtime in order to be able to program in Java. One Early Adopter
implemented Node.js in order that he can realize web-based automation applications. The integration of other PLC runtime environments is also feasible. It therefore remains to be seen what further
ideas users will realize with PLCnext Technology and in which
direction the controller market will develop. All interested parties
are invited to join the PLCnext community and discuss their
projects with the community participants.

Secure transmission of all data
IT security is an important subject that must be considered with
candor. This subject was the central focus in all area of the
development of PLCnext Technology – both for the hardware and
the software in the form of the operating system and the runtime
supplied. Therefore, all communication channels to the PC Worx
Engineer engineering tool are fully encrypted. Furthermore, the
integrity of the engineering system information is validated by the
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES 5/2018   
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02 Representation of the PLCnext

Technology system architecture with ESM
(Execution and Synchronization Manager)
and GDS (Global Data Space)

controller via certificates and vice versa. The system thus detects
manipulations in the engineering information and the firmware
and then prohibits the execution of any corrupted software. In
addition, “Secure Boot” is a key tool in detecting manipulations of
the device firmware during the boot phase and prohibiting its
execution if affected. PLCnext Technology also consistently applies
the Linux user and group management application in order that
users and integrators can share or block specific areas for specific
user roles.

at the outset. However, once the users come to terms with the
principle and become familiar with the system, they can benefit
from its unlimited possibilities in the age of Industrie 4.0.
Photographs: Phoenix Contact

www.phoenixcontact.com
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Download new functions from the AppStore
The commercial infrastructure surrounding PLCnext Technology is
proving to be exciting because, with the PLCnext AppStore, new
business models are being created for integrators, end users, and
even for third-party suppliers who want to market their components
based on PLCnext Technology. Via the PLCnext AppStore, functions
and even complete applications can be purchased, licensed, and
downloaded to the controller. Furthermore, system updates and
others will also be made available via this channel, which makes
downloading them just as easy for end users as when acquiring and
installing an app for their cellphones.
PLCnext Technology thus departs from the patterns of thinking of
programmers, users and manufacturers established over decades.
Whereas in the past, users may have been bound to a particular
company through a highly delimited system, an in-house runtime
environment and many proprietary features, PLCnext Technology
is a solution that users can extend and customize to suit their
individual needs. It is therefore unimportant whether the
manufacturer provides additional functions and integrates these
into its runtime environment. With PLCnext Technology, the users
can do this themselves – on one of the most widely used operating
systems in the world. This new level of freedom is surely unfamiliar
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The Platform for limitless automation
PLCnext Control combines the reliability and security of the
classic PLC world with the openness and flexibility of smart
devices. The controller makes it possible to implement automation projects without the limits of proprietary systems.
n PLC-typical real time performance and data consistency,

also for high-level languages and model-based code
n Limitless adaption capability through quick, simple

integration of open-source software, apps, and future
technologies
n Intelligent networking through direct cloud connection

and integration of current and future communication
standards
n Quick application development: Several developers work

independently in different programming languages
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First Hannover Messe USA
– a fireworks of innovations

Mike Lackey, Global VP of Solution Management LoB
Manufacturing, SAPTechnology ILT

W

E ARE GOING TO VISIT HANNOVER
MESSE IN CHICAGO AS WELL, TO
PRESENT OUR INNOVATIONS IN THE FIELD OF
MANUFACTURING, THE DIGITAL TWIN AND OUR
INDUSTRY 4.0 SOLUTIONS”
www.world-of-industries.com/nsc_lackey

Arnold Gillner, Department Manager; Ablation
and Joining, Fraunhofer Institute for Laser
Technology ILT

F

OR THE AMERICAN MARKET,
WHERE 3D PRINTING AND
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING HAS
GAINED MOMENTUM, WE ARE EAGER TO
PRESENT OUR TECHNOLOGIES RELEVANT TO THESE
SECTORS”
www.world-of-industries.com/nsc_gillner

Daymon Thompson, Automation Specialist - North
America, Beckhoff

A

S AN EXHIBITOR, MACHINE BUILDERS
CAN FIND NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
INNOVATIONS IN DRIVE SOLUTIONS AND HMI
SOLUTIONS AT OUR BOOTH IN HANNOVER MESSE
CHICAGO”
www.world-of-industries.com/nsc_thompson

Shannon Bison, Senior Field and Channel Marketing
Manager, rethink robotics

Georg Kube, Global Vice President,
Industrial Machinery & Components, SAP

H

ANNOVER MESSE IN GERMANY IS
AN EXCELLENT VEHICLE TO
SHOWCASE OUR SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
AND LATEST DEVELOPMENTS TO OUR
CUSTOMERS, WE WOULD LIKE TO REPLICATE THAT
AT HANNOVER MESSE USA”
www.world-of-industries.com/nsc_kube

W

E ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FORWARD TO
EXHIBIT AT THE TRADE FAIR IN USA
BECAUSE IT BRINGS TOGETHER ALL THE FOLKS
IN THE AUTOMATION AND MANUFACTURING
SECTOR”
www.world-of-industries.com/nsc_bison

From 10th to 15th of September 2018, Deutsche Messe is
staging its first-ever Hannover Messe in the United States. At
this year’s Hannover Messe in Germany, our editorial team
spoke to some well-known exhibitors about the new fair in
Chigaco: “Why it is so important to participate?” and
“What do you expect from the fair?” – Take a
look at what they had to say in our videostatements via the respective link.

Images: Nicole Steinicke, World of Industries
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Bending without breaking

When simple or complex parts have to be chamfered,
the machines from Trumpf make it possible to bend
workpieces quickly and reliably with high precision.
In the case of large and heavy parts, a bending device
supports the process. In order to ensure the reliable
supply of energy to this device, machine tool
manufacturers relies on the series of energy tubes
from igus.

AUTOMATION

T

he Trumpf company is one of the world’s biggest machine tool
manufacturers and has around 70 subsidiaries. Trumpf
Maschinen Austria was founded in 1992 in Pasching, Austria, the
centre of excellence for bending in the Trumpf Group. Here, the
company makes various types of bending machines in different
sizes. The products are a symbol of the highest level of experience
and innovation in bending technology.
Here in Pasching TruBend 5 000 series bending machines are
built, of which more than 600 systems are manufactured each year.
Press forces of 50 to 320 tons and edge lengths of 1.25 to 4 metres are
achieved with this all-round machine.

Author: Lukas Czaja, Head of Industry Management Machine Tools, igus
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Bending device supports large and heavy
workpieces
For bending large or heavy parts, users of the TruBend Series 5 000
have a bending tool on which the sheets to be processed are placed.
This supports up to 30-degree angles and can be automatically
adjusted in height. “For large and very heavy workpieces, this support is necessary to bend the sheets accurately, requiring only one
operator,” explains Volkmar Schmidt, Head of Technical Purchasing
at Trumpf Maschinen Austria. The bending device can be moved
freely from left to right.
In order to move the motor, encoder and sensor cables as well as
an earth cable along the machine safely when the bending device is
moved, Trumpf relies on energy chains from igus based in Cologne.
For the TruBend Series 5000 the machine tool manufacturer sources the chains as enclosed tubes from the R4.1L series, using overlapping lids instead of the standard crossbars. Just as with the open
E4.1L version, the lids can still be opened at both ends and pivoted
upwards by 115 degrees, which saves assembly time and cost. If
necessary, they can even be removed completely, fitted again and
closed by just pressing down.

The swarf-proof and opaque energy supply system
“We originally developed the e-tubes so that we could offer a swarfproof version of our e-chains for use in moving applications
exposed to flying metal swarf or other small particles”, explains Elvis
Kaufmann, technical sales consultant for igus Austria and responsible for Trumpf Maschinen Austria. “The cables inside are therefore reliably protected and moved.” This is not always required by
Trumpf but the machine tool manufacturer still prefers the closed

01 Inner workings of the bending device: motor, encoder
and sensor cables as well as an earth cable are guided in
the e-chains from igus and supply the bending tool

02 With bending machines from the TruBend Series 5000, press forces

of 50 to 320 t and edge lengths of 1.25 to 4 m are possible and energy
tubes of the R4.1L series from igus are used to supply the bending device

version in order to give the machine a more discreet
a ppearance. “We feel that it is visually more attractive if
only one black tube can be seen instead of coloured
cables or coloured dots on the outside of the chain”, e xplains
Volkmar Schmidt von Trumpf.

Up to 30 % lighter than similiar models
Other important factors are not only the ease of assembly and the
small bend radii of the energy chains but also the maximum filling
volume combined with a minimum exterior height. When compared to the heavy-duty chain E4.1, significant mass could be saved
using the E4.1L and the otherwise identical e-tubes being around
30 percent lighter. This brings an additional advantage: “In this way,
users save not only a lot of drive power,” explains Elvis Kaufmann.
“It’s also possible to accommodate even more cables and hoses in
the limited space.” However, the patented interlocking undercut
design of the chain link and the double stop-dogs with large surfaces were borrowed from the E4.1. These design features provide
high strength and also allow larger unsupported lengths. By means
of a ‘brake’ in the stop-dog surfaces, the rolling noise is also minimised, which resulted in a very quiet operation of the chain.

03 Volkmar Schmidt, Head of Technical Purchasing at Trumpf (left)

together with Elvis Kaufmann, Technical Sales Consultant at igus Austria
(right) are totally satisfied with the service and products from igus

Trumpf for 25 years and cannot remember a time when we did not
use igus chains”, says Volkmar Schmidt. A solid basis for the
cooperation to continue for the next 25 years.
Photographs: 01 Trumpf, 02-03 Igus

Good mix of reliable products and fast service
www.igus.eu
In the application of the bending device, the mechanical load is
negligible, since the movement of the bending tool is manual and
not very dynamic. “All the more important for us, however, is the
interior separation of the chain so that all cables can be laid securely in separate chambers,” stresses Volkmar Schmidt. “To achieve
this, igus offered advice and guidance on site. For smaller tasks we
do the design of the chain online. But for more complex designs or
prototypes, personal support is important to us, so that we can be
sure we’re on the right track.”
At Trumpf, hardly any igus energy chains are kept in stock; as a
rule, the company orders one to two days before production,
whereupon the chains are supplied in the right length directly from
the headquarters in Cologne. To be able to rely on very good service
is of utmost importance to Trumpf. “I personally have worked for

Bending device at work

To view a video on how the TruBend Series 5000 works, visit the
following Youtube link: http://bit.ly/2LtNS71
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES 5/2018   
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Sweet pleasure, fabulous
taste and excellent optics
Aromatic, creamy and intensive - not only the taste
but also the look are important criteria when it 
comes to the quality of chocolate. With modern laser
scanners from Micro-Epsilon integrated to the
processing line, different chocolate products undergo
real-time inspection based on non-contact, efficient,
high speed measurements whilst their geometrical
characteristics are monitored – to ensure perfection in
both taste and looks.

I

n 1765, Prince Wilhelm von der Lippe founded the first German
chocolate factory. In those days, chocolate was handmade.
Famous personalities like Goethe, Schiller and Frederick the Great
loved chocolate. However, it’s not just a matter of how good the
chocolate tastes – its appearance also contributes to the buying
decision. In contrast to earlier times, chocolate production has
become a highly automated production process.

AUTOMATION

Importance of quality control of the chocolate bars
In order to subject chocolate to a quality inspection during the production process, different methods can be applied. When the final
quality check is a visual inspection, the results depend on the daily
mood of the employees and will not have a constant characteristic
throughout the entire production process. Contact measurements
are very time consuming, as tactile systems are slower than optical
systems. In addition, many points of the surface must be sampled.
Furthermore, we should not forget that contact measurements also
affect the sensor and the product, while wear is increased. Although
laser point sensors enable non-contact measurements, they only
produce a point-shaped laser beam. To generate the required values for a chocolate profile, many individual measurement values
must be acquired. This can be time-consuming and costly to the
business. All these procedures would limit the highly automated
production process. In contrast, laser scanners offer some advantages here. Also, when faced with changing surface properties of the
conveyor belt or multiple colors from light to dark chocolate, the
scanControl system provides reliable results. In order to comply
with the strict hygienic standards prevailing in the food industry,
the customer can house the scanner in a special protection housing
which fulfills the requirements of the food industry. It withstands
high-pressure cleaning, disinfectants such as hydrogen peroxide
and other alkaline or chlorine-based cleaning agents.

Advantages of laser scanners
Laser scanners from Micro-Epsilon offer a solution that involves
significant time savings compared to conventional inspection
procedures and, at the same time, providing extremely fast high
Author: Dipl.-Ing. Christian Kämmerer, MBA, Sales Manager 2D/3D Optical
measurement technology, Micro-Epsilon, Ortenburg, Germany

precision quality control of the chocolate bars, while complying
with stringent hygienic safety standards. As well as random samples, laser profile scanners also master the inspection of the entire
production. Therefore, the scanner is mounted in a fixed location
above the conveyor belt. The standard measuring range in this
application is 100 mm but can be expanded to approx. 143 mm. An
encoder on the conveyor belt ensures equidistant profile detection
even with varying belt speeds, which in turn results in high repeat-

“Laser profile scanner ensures 100 % monitoring
of all chocolate bars in the processing line.”
ability. Due to the high profile frequency, the scanner easily copes
with short cycle times in the production process. With a throughput
rate of more than 30 m/min, high speed laser scanners detect each
profile of the finished chocolate bars without touching them and
evaluate this data in the sensor head. The scanControl Configuration Tools software enables sensor set up and configuration. To
summarize, the scanControl 2960-100 laser profile scanner ensures
100 % monitoring of all chocolate bars in the processing line.

01 As modern laser scanners are integrated in the processing line,

different chocolate products undergo real-time inspection based on
non-contact measurements whilst their geometrical characteristics are
also monitored

Detection of the overall profile with only one scan
This sensor series enables much more efficient quality control
compared to other optical sensors. The scanner detects the overall
profile with only one scan. Furthermore, defects on the surface are
recognized. Typical measured quantities such as the number of
recesses, profile, width, height, depth, edge, groove, flatness and
deformation are defined and determined by the scanner. Depending on the requirements, the measurement values can be calculated
directly in the sensor head in real time and then compared to
predefined parameters and are output as OK or NOK signals.
Consequently, any bars that do not comply with the predefined
specifications are rejected. Another possibility is that the scanner
can be set up to communicate directly with a PLC and transmit the
calculated values. In this case, the PLC proceeds with further steps
and evaluates the measurement results. This enables immediate
intervention in control of the line e.g. by readjusting the process.
Real-time quality control based on laser scanners enables rapid
response and intervention in the process, while reducing waste and cost.

Solution for countless applications
In terms of their size, accuracy and measuring rate, the scanControl
series of laser scanners are among the highest performing laser profile sensors in the world. Even the smallest of parts can be measured
to micrometer accuracy, enabling new dimensions in quality control. In the quality control of chocolate, a red laser diode scanner is
used due to its higher intensity and robustness. The red laser is also
used in numerous measurement tasks e.g. in the automotive area.
Uniform airbag stitching, gaps between vehicle parts and applied
adhesive beadings are just a few examples.
However, in some measurement tasks where a red laser is
operating at its limits, laser scanners with a blue laser can be used
instead. In some cases, blue laser scanners provide more precise
measurements since the blue light does not penetrate as deeply
into the target material, e.g. with semi-transparent surfaces and

02 Typical measured quantities such as the number of recesses, profile,

width, height, depth, edge, groove, flatness and deformation are defined
and determined by the scanner

 rganic materials. Furthermore, the blue laser is ideal for red-hot
o
glowing object surfaces where the sensor would not recognize the
red laser light since it has a similar wavelength. When measuring
the blade angles of razors, for example, the blue laser provides
extremely accurate results on highly polished surfaces. The requirements of the respective application are decisive for the correct
choice of the most suitable laser type. Micro-Epsilon has registered
a worldwide patent for the application on red-hot glowing and
semi-transparent measurement objects.
Photographs: lead bixabay, 01+02 Micro-Epsilon

www.micro-epsilon.com
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Simplifying
Maintenance &
Management
through IIoT
Innovation
Press builder Eagle Press &
Equipment Co in Windsor, Ontario,
Canada is innovating Industry 4.0
press control not only for themselves but for their customers,
through the simplicity of machine
mount I/O and the established
automation technology of IO-Link.

AUTOMATION

T

hree years ago when Jamie Beneteau joined Flodraulic, controls
contractor for Eagle Press, the Flodraulic/Eagle Press team
wasn’t looking for a shift in their press control architecture.
Machines were working, warranty issues were resolved and press
customers were happy. Beneteau, now Controls Technician at Eagle
Press, saw room for improvement, “each junction box would take a
half a day to a day to build in the panel shop and then a half a day or
more to wire and construct.” Andy Ritchie, Project Manager at Eagle
Press, agreed, “In the past we had to wire every terminal in the junction box and had many sensor cable pass-throughs.” Each press had
four major junction boxes around the machine: at the operator
station, up in the crown, on the ram, and down in the pit with the
hydraulic power unit. In addition, every sensor cable was built
custom with field wireable connectors adding extra costs, and
increasing the probability of wiring errors in the build phase or failure in-use for the end customer.
For Eagle Press and Flodraulic, there were significant challenges
from the junction boxes that had to be built to house the I/O. Terminal blocks, slice I/O, mounting, wiring, labeling, and testing of each
junction box added extra costs and troubleshooting time for wiring
errors or loose wire connections. This increased commissioning
Author: Will Healy III, Balluff Inc, Florence, KY, USA, Strategic Marketing
Manager, Greg Soden, Balluff Canada Inc, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada,
Industry Manager
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More than 15 presses have been built and
installed in North America with an IO-Link control
architecture from Eagle Press & Flodraulic

time, decreased productivity time, or both. All of these issues translated to increased operating costs to both the press builder and
customers purchasing the press.

Successful improvements on the presses
The team began looking for an I/O control solution that would
reduce noise related issues, allow full integration into their existing
control architecture using EtherNet/IP, allow full integration into
any future control architectures as directed by the market (such as
Profinet, EtherCAT and CC-Link IE Field as examples), address and
reduce the challenges coming from wiring and junction box
construction and provide their customer with a simplified system
for troubleshooting and fewer connection point failures to reduce
downtime, increase productivity, and improve OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness).
They committed to embrace new products and technologies to
further the value of each new press and to continue researching
incremental improvements on the presses. For many years, Eagle
Press and Flodraulic based their successful press control architecture on the utilization of IP20 slice I/O over EtherNet/IP in the junction boxes. At first, they stayed with panel mounted I/O in the junction boxes, “We removed all of the holes in the panels with
hardwired junction blocks mounted on the side of the cabinet. This
way we had only a few pass-throughs,” Beneteau explains. “But we
realized it didn’t make sense to have these blocks on the panel so

02

02 By utilizing EtherNet/

03

IP IO-Link masters in-lieu
of the crown junction box,
troubleshooting and wiring
become easier to work with

03 With EtherNet/IP

IO-Link masters and IO-Link
slave I/O hubs, Eagle
was able to completely
eliminate the junction
box in the pit - in addition
they were able to improve
troubleshooting with
machine mount I/O and
smart sensor diagnostics

we moved them out onto the press.” The positive evolution of wiring
solutions from individual wires to distributed junction blocks still
had some of the limitations of their original design with “direct
wiring having many problems and requiring a decent amount of
troubleshooting work.”

Benefits of IO-Link

to IO-Link motor starters. “We were able to eliminate more than
half of the wiring of a traditional contactor and gain diagnostic
nformation.” With machine mount I/O from Balluff, Ritchie mentions, “We’ve been able to eliminate a box on the crown, the ram
box, and the lube box in the pit.” Beneteau adds, “And with the I/O
hubs, we were able to get rid of fusing and breakers on the machine
with the built-in short protection.”

Beneteau, along with Greg Heyd, Control Systems Designer at
Flodraulic, then proposed a new incremental control improvement
to Ritchie, called IO-Link. “It was a big change for us in design, so we
had to find the right project,” says Ritchie. But the value that could
come from reducing wiring time and simplifying troubleshooting
was of interest to the team. IO-Link is an open standard supported
by over 120 component manufacturers to provide automation technology that is as easy to use in a factory as USB is easy to use with the
PC. IO-Link was created to provide a simple platform for smart sensors to communicate with an automation controller. Not only does
the sensor report its measurement or switching data but it can also
communicate diagnostics and parameters. Working in a point-topoint master/slave architecture similar to USB, a pressure sensor’s
parameters can be stored and re-downloaded upon replacement or
configuration change. This makes the service and maintenance of
the press dramatically easier for Eagle’s customers says Ritchie.

Effective and accurate diagnosis

Seamless integration of a multi-vendor solution

 achine can now report causes of downtime, part counts, idle time,
m
and which operator was on the machine for operator accountability,” explains Beneteau. According to Mike Hebert, Sales Manager at
Eagle Press, “More customers are looking for information from the
equipment like analytics, Industry 4.0, and Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) capabilities.” Even critical data like OEE and downtime can now be reported easily from the press over Ethernet.
Since the implementation of IO-Link for press control at Eagle, at
least 15 presses have been built and installed throughout North
America. Beneteau shares that “IO-Link cleaned up the look and
created a consistent design of our machine. The IO-Link solution
helped our machine be very modular for engineering, build, teardown, and re-commissioning.” Hebert adds “since the presses have
moved to the Balluff IO-Link solution, this change in architecture
has resulted in a significant reduction in related field service calls”.

With a wide variety of technologies available with IO-Link, Eagle
Press was able to seamlessly integrate a multi-vendor solution that
fits their needs and requirements. IO-Link pressure, level, and temperature sensors are used in a wide variety of applications on the
press, for example in the lube, clutch and bolster control to monitor
hydraulic fluid level, pressure, and temperature. Additional sensors
were used to provide scrap chute door control, counter balance
control, and hydraulic overload control. Shut height is precisely
measured using an IO-Link linear position sensor from Balluff
which reports measurement values in its respective engineering
units (thousandths of millimeters) over IO-Link with no need to
calculate resolutions or scaling. “We were able to virtually eliminate analog on the machine by implementing IO-Link,” says Ritchie.
Traditional I/O devices like panel mount motor starters and
machine mount I/O provided additional value in the electrical
wiring of the machine. The motor starters are monitored and controlled by IO-Link. Beneteau found an additional benefit in moving

By utilizing IO-Link, troubleshooting is made more effective with
diagnostic visibility down to the individual I/O point. Beneteau
notes that this comes from a combination of machine mount I/O
providing easy to use diagnostics and dramatically reduced wiring
on a scale greater than 60 %. Production management can be
improved by utilizing the diagnostics and data provided by the
EtherNet/IP IO-Link masters and IO-Link slave devices. “The


“IO-Link clearly provides a positive effect for
manufacturers looking to increase production
volumes and reduce downtime.”

Photographs: ornaments fotolia, other Balluff

www.balluff.com
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Modular and simply safety
door protection

Simulation software for
the process industries

A revised design, new and
expanded functions, as well as a
modular layout – the new
MGB2 Modular is more
than simply safety
door protection.
Thanks to its modular
design, you can flexibly
adapt the MGB2 Modular to suit
your requirements for the safety
door. Two sub-modules allow you to
integrate up to six different controls into the
locking module. Replacement during operation
is possible at any time, as the MGB2 Modular is
hot pluggable. If space is limited, you can simply
mount the compact bus module MBM with
Profinet/Profisafe separately in a suitable place.
Up to six MGB2 Modular locking modules can
be connected to one bus module (MBM) with
such remote mounting.

Siemens has been presenting the
latest release of its Simit simulation
software, part of the Digital Enterprise
portfolio for the process industries.
Version 10 of the software enables the
flexible addition of functionalities
such as new libraries, the Component
Type Editor and Virtual Controllers.
Used in combination with the new
license structure, V10 offers improved
software scalability tailored to any
individual project size. Another new feature is the dongle concept, which
enables the number of dongles required to be significantly reduced in
future depending on the specific application. Alongside this fundamentally new licensing concept, Simit V10 users also benefit from a number
of functional upgrades. These include support for the S7 Redundancy
Protocol in the Virtual Controller for the Simatic S7-400 as well as new
components within the ChemBasic library for process simulation.
www.siemens.com

www.euchner.com

PRODUCTS

Gripping system kit for robot arms
Schunk offers a comprehensive range of standardized
components for the 6-axis lightweight UR robots, which
comprises both fields of application, gripping and changing
as well as measuring forces and torques. Specially coordinated interfaces and adapters make sure that all modules of the
modular system are combinable with the UR robot arms and
can be quickly exchanged. It will now be as easy to commission the peripheries
as it is to program
the robot. Instead of
planning and
implementing the
electric or pneumatic actuation and the
sensor connections
individually each
time at great
expense, the
interfaces of the grippers, quick-change modules, and
sensors are adjusted to another within the modular system.
Neither mounting kits nor external valves are required for
this. Furthermore, special plugins will facilitate commissioning in the future, meaning particularly newcomers will be
able to benefit from a fast and uncomplicated entry into
process automation.

Safety PLC: protection for critical
control systems
The modular PLC series Melsec iQ-R is now available as a
fully redundant pair of controllers for high performance
and extra reliability. To help reduce the total cost of
ownership (TCO), the system also integrates various
features into the PLC for monitoring and managing safety.
In recent years, compliance with international safety
standards has become an essential requirement across

global markets. In addition, quick recovery from controlsystem breakdowns has emerged as a common necessity.
Many key production applications require full redundancy conforming to the IEC 61508 SIL 2 standard, so critical
systems can still operate in case of a failure or accidental
damage to the primary CPU unit. The Melsec iQ-R
redundant pair of PLCs comply with the functionality
requirement of this standard, which is certified by TÜV
Rheinland to meet global needs. The guidelines within
the redundancy standard necessitate a full duplicate PLC
rack with all modules, which the primary set will switchover to instantaneously.

www.schunk.com
eu3a.mitsubishielectric.com
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Power supply from sensors to
the cloud
The pluggable Pro Com communication module by
Weidmüller offers full communication capabilities
from the field level to the cloud for the first time. Pro
Com can be plugged onto the PROtop power supply
to acquire product and condition data. This data
can then be transmitted to a superordinate
controller and finally be evaluated in a cloud. The

evaluation results can be made available to all
relevant network participants. This enables system
operators to implement new services for optimisation and diagnostics within their production
processes for the first time. Simply put: It generates
added value from machine data. With this system,
Weidmüller provides the foundation for fully
networked production facilities. Weidmüller
already offers future-oriented Industry 4.0 solutions
that combine automation and digitalization.

Streamlines thermal inspection process
Flir Systems has launched Flir InSite, a new mobile application and
web portal for organizing client information and thermal inspection
data in one location that is easy to access, manage, and share. Flir
InSite application helps users effectively plan and prepare for their
work before beginning the day’s inspection. Working seamlessly with

FLIR thermal imaging cameras and tools, the app collects all the
images and data needed for an inspection report, while also
reducing administrative workload. For reporting, the application
provides real-time updates and delivers images, inspection data, and
reports through a secure and private client portal. Additionally, it
helps with planning optimal inspection routes and connectivity with
thermal imaging cameras and Meterlink-capable meters to immediately associate photos and data with the asset being inspected. The
InSite app is available as a free download through the Apple Store
and on the Flir website.
www.flir.com

www.weidmueller.com

background: fotolia
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New age drive technology
systems with intelligent
algorithms and data analytics
With increasing digitalisation in the production
eco-system, drive technology components too are
getting digitalised. In production or logistics systems
most of the motors are controlled by frequency
inverters, the German drive technology specialist Nord
Drivesystems has now developed frequency inverters
that can analyse the data from the drives in operation.

can ideally schedule a maintenance date well in advance. As a consequence, this concept translates to improved plant availability,
lower costs, prolonged service life of drives and, above all, least
possible failures. The progress in digitalisation opens totally new
opportunities to economically implement predictive maintenance
at reasonable effort for geared motors of all sizes. For this reason,
the company, Nord Drivesystems aims at developing and providing
economical concepts for web-based condition monitoring and predictive maintenance for smaller geared motors which are used in
large numbers in logistics applications. For these systems, additional physical real sensors, such as those which are used for condition monitoring in industrial gear units are often too expensive.

D

Data analysis instead of just data reading

igitisation of drive technology requires the interaction of sensors,
interfaces to bus systems and intelligent software. Frequency
inverters are now an indispensible part of the drive system in any
production facility. By inculcating aspects of digitalisation in its
frequency inverters, Nord Drivesystems can now determine major
operating data such as current drawn, voltage, speed, and operating
temperature. This data can be used for performance analysis, intelligent condition monitoring and predictive maintenance of the drives.
Predictive Maintenance is the systematic continuation of condition monitoring, it is a further development of the classic production data collection, which has been an integral part of modern
industrial plants for many years. While condition monitoring only
enables the state of wear to be detected, predictive maintenance
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Using virtual sensors based on intelligent mathematical algorithms
and the integrated PLC, Nord inverters can calculate values they
cannot directly measure by pre-processing internal status data:
Based on the measured electrical data, the drive power is calculated
in combination with available physical gear oil parameters to allow
the oil service life to be predicted with sufficient accuracy.
This allows an assessment of the degree of use of the gear oil and
the predicted date for the oil change. Depending on the stress, load,
and installation location of the geared motor in question, these
dates can vary significantly even if the system comprises geared
motors of identical service life.

01 Continuous monitoring

at the field level and linkage
of communication, sensor and
process data enables complete
monitoring of the state

02 Intralogistics solutions

01

such as the Nordac Link field
distributor are fully Industry
4.0 ready and can transmit
important drive status data
for Predictive Maintenance
concepts into the cloud

02

In another scenario, comparing nominal and actual values by way
of an algorithm helps plan the prediction of wear and the ideal
maintenance date: During a teach-in phase, the electrical data of
the new conveyor system is determined when idling and when subjected to a load and defined as reference values. If these values are
then exceeded in real operation, the inverter detects that something has changed in the mechanical system. This can be caused by
increased friction, wear, a damaged bearing or gear unit or a
trapped foreign body (packaging material, adhesive tape). If the
mathematical parameters of the system are known and have been
converted into validated intelligent algorithms for data evaluation,
predictive maintenance for the drive technology becomes possible
even without any real sensor being present.

Avoiding breakdown of industrial gear units
Industrial gear units are drive technology heavyweights which need
to handle large torques. Due to the large forces involved, small
defects which are not detected in time can quickly result in complete breakdowns. This would not only be expensive, but also disastrous: Major plant components would remain at a standstill until a
replacement was delivered and installed. Because of this, Nord uses
condition monitoring and predictive maintenance to achieve maximum plant availability and high cost-efficiency, even for industrial
gear units. This also requires intelligent frequency inverters with
integrated PLC capable of making autonomous decisions. But considering the costs for gear units, physical sensors are relatively
cheap; for this reason, adding physical temperature and vibration
sensors is be feasible in this case.
Sensorik / Prozessdaten

Aktorik

03 By default, Nord frequency inverters determine major operating

data such as current draw and operating temperature that can be used
for Condition Monitoring and Predictive Maintenance

Vibration frequencies help locate faults
In particular vibration sensors offer a range of advantages. Detailed
manufacturers’ databases exist for all of the bearings which are
installed in industrial gear units. These databases contain the characteristic vibration frequencies for inner race, outer race, and rollers of each bearing type. Also known are the meshing frequency,
the bearing frequency, and the respective speed. The individual
frequencies can therefore be clearly identified and attributed to
particular components. The frequency spectrum can be analysed
on the basis of the time signal or an FFT analysis to clearly identify
the reasons for the vibrations. The FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)
analysis is an algorithm for efficiently performing the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) that allows a digital signal to be split up
into its frequency portions and to be analysed. A detailed status
diagnosis is possible by determining the frequency portions, vibration amplitudes, phase of vibrations and aligning this data with the
vibration databases. This not only enables the ideal or necessary
maintenance time to be calculated, it also indicates the location of
the fault, and which replacement parts are required.

Cloud connection for networked service
Basically, it is not difficult to retrofit even existing systems with a
cloud connection. All drives have an IP address of their own by
which they can be reached via a router. The data of each single drive
in the system collected with condition monitoring and predictive
maintenance can be queried without interfering with the machine
controller or the software. The intelligent drive components transfer the data via an internet gateway to a secure cloud where it is
available for evaluation with filter and analysis tools. In this way, a
technician located anywhere in the world can analyse the data
transparently presented in a browser-based web interface, and the
plant can be viewed at a glance in a clearly structured 3D illustration. It is possible in this context to define which data a drive expert
needs, and which data is important for the service technician.
Continuous monitoring at the field level and linkage of communication, sensor and process data enables complete monitoring of
the state of Nord drive systems. Using intelligent algorithms, the
correct service date can be determined individually. This is made
possible on the basis of the Nord’s expertise in mechanics, electrotechnics, and electronics.
Photographs: Nord Drivesystems

www.nord.com
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Continuous
Growth
Trajectory

The machinery and engineering sector is booming
around the world. However, this high level of demand
is posing great challenges for supply companies.
Delivery difficulties and even a reduction in quality are
expected. To see how these problems are avoided in
the first place, I visited HydraForce – an American
manufacturer of cartridge valves and hydraulic
manifolds in Chicago.

B

ased in Lincolnshire, the site is approx. 50 km north of Chicago.
Parker, Kubota Engines, and many smaller suppliers from the
mobile sector are based here, including HydraForce Inc. with its
main factory, Factory 2 for machining, and the Innovation and
Technology Center, that contains the marketing, engineering, and
laboratory facilities, as well as recently expanded assembly operations.. The latter was also my first stop on my trip through the main
areas of the globally operating valve, manifold, and system manufacturer. After stepping inside, my eyes were initially drawn to the
timeline on the wall that summarizes the successful history of the
company. Founded in 1985, HydraForce first made a name for itself
by collaborating with smaller manufacturers of mobile working machines. Following the construction of its European plant in Birmingham in 2001, the company developed into a global player. Additional production sites in China and Brazil followed in subsequent
years. In 2017, HydraForce produced more than 13 million cartridge
valves and approx. 1.2 million manifolds.

Enormous growth rate

Author: Peter Becker, editor World of Industries
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The HydraForce vision is positioned right next to the time line: The
company’s vision: “To be an independent provider of innovative
technical solutions that can change the world.”

And the mission: “To create worldwide customer delight by providing the highest quality products and the most responsive customer support in the world at a globally competitive cost.” These
guidelines are not modern marketing slogans but are the founding
principals that have driven the company from the very beginning.
Russ Schneidewind, VP of Global Sales and Marketing at HydraForce, explains how closely these sayings are adhered to while
showing me around the company’s Innovation Center. The roughly
150,000 m² large building was purchased back in 2013. However, up

Last year we expanded by nearly 30%
– significantly above the average
Russ Schneidewind

until last year only a fraction of the space was being used as only the
development engineers, laboratory, and marketing department were
based here. Back then, HydraForce assumed that it would continue
to grow and would consequently need to build up its innovation and
development capacities to be able to keep the brand promise. Last
year, this move turned out to be a blessing. This is because, “we have
grown far beyond the market average. In 2017, we increased our sales
by nearly 30 percent,” explains Russ Schneidewind.

Strict application focus
One of the reasons for this certainly is the practical approach with
which HydraForce demonstrates its value to customers. I meet up
with David Dornbach, Hydraforce’s Application Engineering
Manager, in the applications laboratory. He explained how closely
HydraForce works on the application with the customer. “We either
buy machines in which our products are usually implemented or
our customers provide us with the vehicles. We outfit them with our
products and solutions and then invite costumers to come and
compare the standard machine with the Hydraforce version. This

01 Several vehicles under development in
the applications laboratory
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02 Eight new honing machines were purchased in Chicago last year

ed to the ITC. Eight new honing machines, bringing the total to 38,
were added to the main factory in floor space cleared by facilities
moved to the ITC. More than USD 60 million was invested globally
including the addition of about 300 new staff.
Why were all of these changes implemented? Jim Brizzolara
explained it all during our tour along the production lines. “The
customer is our main focus. As long as our customers are happy,
then we are doing well. This means that we must be able to deliver
when the orders come in. Thankfully, we are very flexible when it
comes to production and can react quickly to changes. We never
want to complain about too many orders.” Delivery reliability
means that HydraForce fulfils valve orders as quickly as possible
and sometimes within 24 hours when inventory is available. When
it comes to manifolds, Brizzolara cannot give me a definitive number as the orders vary greatly. It must be noted that all orders are
customer-specific orders.

Lively family atmosphere

03 Test benches as far as the eye can see

MOTION AND DRIVES

usually convinces our customers of our quality and performance.”
Most of the time the focus lies on certain functions that are being
improved. Last year, HydraForce went a step further and replaced
the entire hydraulic system of a telescopic handler with its own solutions and components. The result was a prototype that illustrates
everything HydraForce can implement when it comes to solutions
that can change the world – as stated in the company vision. The
working hydraulics, with independent metering and decentralized
components, help the machine to reduce fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions. The required construction space was also reduced.
Machines can have a smaller and lighter design while still achieving
the same performance levels, explains David Dornbach. In this respect, the components from the American valve specialist have in
fact at least changed future machines and thus to a certain extent
our working environment.

Delivery capacity = Customer satisfaction
Change of scene: I have now arrived at the production plant just a
few kilometers away, where Jim Brizzolara, one of the company’s
founders and the current CEO, is taking me on a tour through production. At the start of 2017, incoming orders at HydraForce shot
through the roof at a rate that nobody had expected. Uncertain
whether this was simply a brief peak in demand or a general trend,
the cartridge valve experts initially waited before deciding after
three months to increase production in accordance with demand.
This resulted in a restructure and massive investments. In Chicago,
production was expanded into the 7900 m2 unused floorspace in the
Innovation and Technology Center with additional capacity for the
highest demand valve products. Additionally, two new manifold assembly lines, and new incoming quality control facilities were add-
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Jim Brizzolara is well beyond the (German) age for retirement.
Nonetheless, he is still heavily involved in day-to-day business and
knows every process and practically every employee by their name –
and there are 880 employees at the plant in Chicago (globally HydraForce employs 1 700 staff). A fact that contributes to the success of the
company. The company’s values are demonstrated by the founder on
a daily basis – everyone can see that he is still actively involved at the
plant. This is also one of the principles at HydraForce, as the company’s founder explained to us: “Back then, I created a business plan.
The fundamental pillars are our vision and mission statement. However, respecting our employees is also of the upmost importance. If
possible, we would like our employees to stay with us until their retirement. They have company shares and are thus directly involved in
the success of the company.” And this concept seems to be a success:
Staff turnover is below two percent. I can certainly believe that as
throughout my trip I get the feeling that everyone I meet really does
enjoy working for HydraForce. They really do seem to have achieved
the so-called family atmosphere at the workplace. Employees are
friendly and respectful to one another. This is certainly a factor that
contributes to the company’s maxim of supplying the best possible
quality. Long-term employees who feel respected and valued are another piece to the puzzle when looking for reasons b
 ehind the aboveaverage success of the hydraulic valve producer.

Quality – The ultimate benchmark
The CEO then clarifies the importance of quality at HydraForce with
an anecdote from when the company first started out. “We imposed
this high quality standard on ourselves from the very start. How
ever, we also wanted to spread this idea outside the company and
provide proof, as words can be hollow. So we requested to be tested
in accordance with the Ford Q1 standard. At the end of the 1980s
this was the ultimate benchmark. The auditors spent a few days at
our plant and at the end they were very surprised. They were able to
certify us on the very first audit. This was a rare occurrence back
then,” explains Brizzolara. Nowadays different quality standards are
required, although nothing has changed when it comes to the requirements – all of the HydraForce locations are certified in accordance with international quality management standard ISO
9001:2008.
Customers – quality – employees. In my opinion these are the
three pillars on which the success of HydraForce is based. As long as
these three values are nurtured and cherished, there is strong
evidence to indicate that the company will continue its growth
trajectory in future.
www.hydraforce.com

Compact inclined sensors from Baumer
reliable in operation
Most of the sensors have limitations when it comes to measuring
angles in harsh outdoor conditions. Inclined sensors from the
sensor expert Baumer ensures reliable measurement of tilt angles
even in extremely demanding environments. The new GIM140R
series stands out with it’s compact 48 mm design and provides
maximum flexibility in system planning and design. These
inclined sensors integrate MEMS sensor elements that are
particularly qualified for the rough applications in industrial and
mobile automation. The non-contact sensor operation has no
moving parts and is completely wear-free for maximum reliability.
The GIM140R series in the
extremely flat design of merely
14 mm installation depth has an
absolute measuring accuracy of
up to ± 0.4˚ and hence ensures
maximum reliability and system
uptime. IP 67/IP 69K protection,
C5-M corrosion resistance and
the wide temperature range from
- 40 to + 85 °C make the sensors
virtually immune against temperature fluctuations and dust. The
robust and resilient aluminum housing and the all-encapsulated
electronics particularly qualify the new, robust and durable series
for continuous outdoor operation at mobile installations.
www.baumer.com

BONFIGLIOLI: THE RIGHT
SOLUTION FOR YOUR
WAREHOUSE PROCESSES
PROCESS

www.bonﬁglioli.com

High performance
module systems
from Baumüller
The drive and automation
specialist Baumüller is
introducing a new axis units
for its module system bmaXX 5000. The new units are
suitable for a performance range with a peak performance of up to 240 kW. The entire range of bmaXX 5000
devices covers a nominal power range from 1-100 kW
and thus displays a suitable solution for various applications in machine and plant construction.The converter
series bmaXX 5000 includes feed-in and regenerative
units as well as drive units, which can be quickly and
easily combined by an integrated drive connect system.
For the machine builder and operator this means less
installation effort, short start-up and service times. The
controllers are available in the air, water and cold plate
cooling types and score with minimal assembly space
thanks to high perfor-mance density. With plug-in
modules the devices can be equipped with safety
functions according to IEC 61800-5-2. The machine
builder can choose from 4 different modules to adapt the
safety functions to his specific application. The plug-in
module enables a fast and flexible reaction to new
requirements.
www.baumueller.de/en

A compact self-contained CLSP
servo drive with higher efficiency
from Voith
Voith presents it’s new self-contained closed loop 4Q pump
(CLSP) servo drive, a hydraulic linear axis from the product
family of self-contained drives. The high energy efficiency,
overload protection, and virtually wear-free operation, are all
characteristic features of the CLSP. It also boasts automatic,
load-dependent shifting of the hydraulic transmission. This
reduces the connected load of the drive. As a result, the
motor and inverter sizes are further more compact. This
servo drive can be used for all direct linear motions, particularly when dynamic response, repeatability and reliability are
required. The drive operates with a force of up to 500 kN and
combines speed with robustness. The CLSP is typically used
in the automation of all types of linear motion, handling, and
machines with bending, cutting and forming processes. It
consists of 3 main components: The servo motor, a 4Q internal
gear pump, and a directly coupled hydraulic cylinder. No hydraulic power
pack or oil tank is required for
operating the self-contained drive.

Wittenstein showcases the new
Galaxie gearbox generation
The Galaxie D drive system is a
compact mechatronic unit comprised
of a Galaxie G hollow-shaft gearbox
and a special permanent magnet, high
performance synchronous motor. The newest variant in the
product family – the Galaxie DF drive system – boasts up to 30
% reduction in length compared to the Galaxie D. This space
saving is possible because the motor is positioned radially
around the gearbox. The Galaxie GH was launched for areas
wherever the space for the length of the driven axis is limited.
The right-angle version offers the same performance as the
Galaxie G, so that the drive design is not compromised in any
way. The new Galaxie D Drive System in size 085 is designed
for use in axes with very high compactness and precision
requirements. It also particularly targets applications where
high torsional rigidity and freedom from backlash are called
for rather than torque. Even in this compact version, the
Galaxie D is still superior on principle: compared to a strain
wave gearbox with approximately equivalent performance, it
delivers three times better torsional rigidity – and one and a
half times the maximum output speed.

www.voith.com
www.wittenstein.de/en-en

Flender’s DX500: a step forward towards
digitalisation of drive solutions

Smart servo axis for effective
and flexible production

At the Achema show in Frankfurt, Germany, the gear manufacturing
company Flender, launched its new DX500 product along with the DX Assist
app. The new smart sensor is a plug & play solution for measurement of
vibrations and temperatures on the gear unit and notifies the system operator
of any irregularities via the app straight to the smartphone. This enables
predictive maintenance work before a need for unscheduled interruptions or
stoppages in the production process arises. The temperature and vibration
sensor measures and monitors parameters on the gear unit itself and indicates
changes by means of LED signals and an alarm signal in the DX Assist app.

The powerful inductive displacement sensors based
on eddy currents provide high precision measurements of displacement, distance and position and
can withstand pressure, dirt and oil even in harsh environments. In addition to
the M12 design, the compact eddyNCDT 3001 eddy current sensor from
Micro-Epsilon is now also available in M18 with measuring ranges of 6 and 8
mm. The sensors are protected to IP67 and are temperature-compensated up to
70°C. The high measurement accuracy, linearity and high frequency response
rate of 5 kHz are outstanding characteristics. eddyNCDT sensors are factorycalibrated for ferromagnetic and non-ferromagnetic objects such as aluminum
and steel. They are easy to use and they are particularly suitable for high volume
and OEM applications as well as for salt water in offshore/marine applications.

Lenze, the leading
automation company
for the machine-building industry, has come
up with a scalable
drive solution for
production and
intralogistics
systems. The combination of an i950 servo
inverter, an m850 synchronous motor and a
g700 planetary gearbox is easy to handle and
facilitates cost-effective production, even for
batch size 1. At the heart of the solution is the
smart i950 servo inverter. Its greater computing power and the integrated EtherCAT-Port
make it possible to control multiple axes
synchronously at high speed, enabling it to
complete complex tasks. The second component is the m850 synchronous motor. It stands
out because of the favorable ratio between the
mass inertia of load and motor, which results
in very quiet running. Despite the high mass
inertia, it is dynamic enough to handle
medium to high loads. The drive is available in
3 sizes, each in 3 different power classes that
extend from 2.0 kW to 9.2 kW. The g700
planetary gearbox is adapted for these motor
characteristics and meets the requirements of
medium-performance applications in terms of
rigidity and high dynamics.

www.micro-epsilon.com

www.lenze.com

www.flender.com

PRODUCTS

SiEddy current sensors with high
precision measurement
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WEG launches features to enable easy
real-time monitoring of electric
motors
WEG, a leading manufacturer of drive technology products,
has launched WEG Motor Scan, a solution for remote
monitoring of electric motors at the Achema show in
Frankfurt, Germany. This new feature enables cost-effective
real-time monitoring and planning of predictive maintenance activities of WEG electric motors. This helps users to
reduce costs and improve the availability of their machines.
The compact WEG Motor Scan module measures surface
temperature, motor vibration and operating time. Built with
IP66 protection rating, the module has a battery life of 3 years
and can work reliably from -40 to +80 C. The collected data is
sent to a secure cloud, where it can be accessed by a mobile
app or a web portal – the WEG IoT platform. This platform
provides extensive analysis tools for fault diagnosis and
triggers alarms in case specific values are exceeded. It allows
maintenance staff to call up real-time data on current motor
performance anywhere using a smartphone, analyse the data
directly with the app or web portal, and take appropriate
action. Future versions will
be able to acquire and
analyze data on energy
efficiency and motor
conditions (imbalance,
misalignment and bearing
condition).
www.weg.net

High performance brushless
DC-servomotors from Faulhaber
The BHx series from Faulhaber are new high power slotless
brushless motors in 16 mm diameter based on a 2-pole
technology. The series is designed for high speed and high
torque both. The 1660 BHS series
can operate at speeds up to
100,000 rpm and deliver an
exceptional power of 96 W. It is
the ideal solution for devices
running for long period of time
while preserving a low housing
temperature like for high speed
handtools. The 1660 BHT series
can provide a continuous output
torque close to 19 mNm with the
ability to manage variable loads.
Their flat speed-torque curve is
as low as 95 rpm/mNm and
helps to minimize speed fluctuation to ensure constant speed
and smooth behavior. Those attributes make the 1660 BHT
series the perfect solution for recurring intermittent use with
high dynamic and also for accurate positioning. With their
long form factor and low-vibration and quiet operation, both
1660 BHS and BHT series are particularly well suited for quiet
hand tools, which reduce user fatigue. The low rotor inertia
enables fine motor control by drive electronics and makes
their operation very smooth.
www.faulhaber.com

Completely integrated series of absolute encoders from Dunkermotoren
Single and multi-turn absolute encoders are
simply indispensable for industrial automation.
Especially in big machines, the encoders save
referencing and allow a quick machine start. With
absolute encoders, reference switches and limit
switches as well as the associated cabling are no
longer necessary. At last year’s SPS IPC Drives in
Nuremberg, the company Dunkermotoren launched its
latest generation of fully integrated absolute encoders. The AE
38 can also be integrated into the BG 45, unlike its predecessor,
the AE 65. Instead of 12 bit multi-turn, the AE 38 realizes 16 bit

multi-turn, and even 32 bit on request. With 16 bit multiturn resolution it’s already possible for the motor to run for
almost 24 hours in one direction with nominal speed,
without overflow of the multi-turn revolution counter. The
AE 38 works using the energy harvesting principle. This
means it does not need a life-time limiting battery or a
mechanical gearbox. Within the modular system of Dunkermotoren, the AE 38 can be integrated into the BG 45, BG 65(S), BG
75 and BG 95 series.
www.dunkermotoren.com

Quick power packs
ROBA®-linearstop –
perfect safety brakes and clamping
units for linearly moved axes

www.mayr.com
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Stauff introduces 2 new weld
fittings series to further
expand its product range
With the series FI-SNR and FI-ASV,
Stauff expands the product range of Stauff
Connect weld fittings. The FI-SNR series, consists of 24° weld
fittings with cone and O-ring. This allows users to adapt
tubes through welding with a standard fitting body with a
standard 24° inner cone, whereby the nominal size of the
tube to be connected is smaller than that of the fitting body
– therefore the reduction. This model series is available in
the sizes 8/6L (light series) up to 30/25S (heavy series). The
FI-ASV series, is a straight weld fitting for tubes. It is
supplied as a set consisting of weld cone, fitting body for
welding and a conventional cap nut. This fitting connects
two tubes with the same outer diameters, whereby welding
is required at both ends. These fittings are available from the
heavy series in the sizes 10S to 38S. With these two new
model series, Stauff expands the standard catalogue range
of weld fittings in the extensive Stauff Connect range, which
previously already featured 4 different versions: straight
bulkhead weld fittings, straight weld fittings, angled weld
fittings and 24° weld cones with O-ring. Now, users can
choose from 6 model series.
www.stauff.com

Precise tube bending with controlled
wall thinning for aviation sector
There is often demand for high and ultra-high strength
materials for tubes that are more lightweight and that can be
subjected to greater loading. The new, specially designed
t-bend mandrel bending machine from Transfluid is capable
of bending titanium, aluminium and stainless steel tubes with
a diameter of up to 60 mm and a wall thickness of 0.5-1.5 mm.
The other feature that makes it special is the option to control
the wall thinning. The
wall thickness has to
meet the specifications
after the bending too;
the flow through the
workpiece and its
stability have to be
preserved. That is why Transfluid have developed the push
bending option for the process. Another benefit is the complete synchronization of all the moving axes in different
sequences due to use of servo motors, which makes new
sequential control possible. All the sequences on this innovative mandrel bending machine are easy to program. The
operator can allocate them to the product and retrieve them as
and when needed. In addition to the actual process the
sequencing will also take into account the material, radii and
manufacturing processes of the product.
www.transfluid.net

EtherCAT terminals for mains
monitoring, process control and
power monitoring
Beckhoff has added 4 new EtherCAT I/O terminals to the
existing product range, which enable the monitoring of
supply networks, process control tasks and make even
high-end power monitoring possible. The new EL3443
3-phase EtherCAT terminal is universally suitable for daily
as well as de-manding process control tasks. Compared to
the previous model, it
offers numerous new
functions such as
mains monitoring
functionality, precise
determination of zero
voltage crossing and
harmonics analysis.
The EL3423 3-phase
terminal has been
designed for energy management in monitoring and
maintenance applications. This power measurement
terminal is intended for cost-sensitive energy management
solutions, especially in IoT applications. The parameters that
can be measured are energy, power and a mains quality
factor. These are recorded with an update interval that is
adjustable from 10 s to 1 h. The mains monitoring terminal
for voltage, frequency and phase enables optimum monitoring of the power supply to a machine, which is particularly
advantageous for systems that are sensitive to voltage
variations. Single-phase operation as a voltage, frequency
and phase monitor is also possible.
www.beckhoff.com

Flexibility in
every aspect

SSI Schaefer continues to expand its comprehensive
shuttle portfolio for small load carriers with the
innovative SSI Flexi Shuttle. Powered by
supercapacitors, the single-level shuttle system can
handle a variety of stored goods with a storage
capacity of up to 50 kg, thanks to the adjustable-width
load handling device (LHD). The unique feature of this
system is the dynamically adaptable storage location
sizes according to the dimensions of the stored goods.
This feature is possible thanks to flexible positioning in
the racking system.

LOGISTICS

T

he single-level shuttle is designed for use in highly dynamic automated miniload systems with a wide variety of stored goods. It
combines the technology of the SSI Schaefer shuttle portfolio with
the broad industry know-how of SSI Schaefer’s intralogistics e xperts
and stands out due to its high level of flexibility over the entire product life cycle.

Intelligent functional variety, variable storage
location sizes, and maximum modularity
With the SSI Flexi Shuttle, SSI Schaefer is offering a modular concept, which combines shuttles, lifts, and a racking system. It allows
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the creation of bespoke systems with excellent use of space. The
system is suitable for single-, double-, and multiple-deep storage
with variable height and width partitions up to an aisle length of
150 m and a height of up to 30 m. Having a comprehensive system
that can efficiently store a broad spectrum of loading units and dimensions in a space-optimized manner is a significant advantage.
The ability to handle a range of loading units with dimensions of up
to 860 × 680 mm (L × W) is guaranteed by a universal load handling
device, which is adjustable in width. Within one racking system it is
possible to efficiently and safely store a mixture of cubic and conical
bins, cartons and trays weighing up to 50 kg. As well as having highperformance lifts installed at the ends of the aisles this solution also
allows any number of integrated lifts in accordance with the patented 3D-Matrix Solution concept to be installed in any position
throughout the storage aisles. It is therefore possible to combine
highly dynamic solutions with automated storage, buffering, and
sequencing in just one system.
“In combination with this and in comparison to conventional
concepts, the SSI Flexi Shuttle does not rely on fixed-allocation
x-storage positions in the racking system. Our solution is instead
completely independent of the hardware installed and utilizes an
open and millimeter-precise positioning concept with optimized
compartment occupancy. Paired with intelligent IT strategies, the
rack design allows size-independent, fully automatic, space-optimized storage, and therefore offers operators previously undreamtof possibilities”, says Peter Berlik, technical CEO at SSI Schaefer.
This kind of space-optimized rack compartment occupancy with
maximum storage density can even be achieved with a high diversity of loading units and a broad spectrum of transport dimensions.
Additional units and dimensions can be integrated or eliminated as
required, without disrupting system operation.

The SSI Flexi Shuttle impresses with maximum dynamic performance at travel speeds of up to 4 m/s, and can also be used in deepfreeze conditions. The system ensures the highest level of efficiency
in all sectors, especially for customers with a wide variety of items,
high performance demands, short delivery times, and small delivered quantities and units. It is therefore ideally suited for use in
e-commerce too.

Powerful components for Industry 4.0 applications
The new, fully automated, high-performance shuttle plays an important part not only in sustainably increasing energy efficiency,
but also in optimizing costs throughout the entire logistics chain
when analyzing the total cost of ownership (TCO). The integration
of supercapacitors as an energy source guarantees maximum performance density at the highest levels of technical performance.
They also function as temporary energy-storage units whilst energy
is recovered during braking processes.
In comparison to conventional energy supply concepts, the use
of this technology reduces the number of wearing parts in the solution. This increases the service life of the system and reduces the
TCO. The integrated energy storage feature of the shuttles also guarantees user-friendly operation when entering the aisles and easy
access for maintenance personnel.
The software of the network components must also meet stringent requirements for use in industry environments. High and reliable system availability is essential, especially when a large number
of shuttles with autonomous energy supply are in operation. For

this reason, the SSI Flexi Shuttle ensures wireless, secure and powerful communication using Siemens Industrial Wireless LAN
(IWLAN). This provides a high degree of reliability and security,
even in complex logistics solutions.
Service and maintenance tasks can also be made significantly easier with the integration of our proprietary logistics software Wamas
and the logistics cockpit Wamas Lighthouse. Wamas Lighthouse ensures transparent processes as well as permanent availability of the
system data by combining classical visualization tasks with the display of logistics metrics. This enables predictive maintenance of the
system without defined intervals and unnecessary downtime, resulting in reduced maintenance costs over the entire product life cycle.

Future-proof system
“The new SSI Flexi Shuttle will be an important addition to our
shuttle family in 2018, helping to increase the market coverage of
our fully automated storage systems”, explains Peter Berlik. Whether single-level or multi-level solutions for the handling of pallets,
trays, cartons, or bins, the scope of SSI Schaefer shuttle systems is
comprehensive and fits perfectly into almost any modern warehouse. Thanks to an extensive shuttle portfolio, the intralogistics
experts can create an optimized storage solution with fast materials
transport and short access times.
Photagraph: SSI Schaefer

www.ssi-schaefer.com
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Automatic sheet metal storage
system ensures efficient processes
Gebr. Blum GmbH, a company that specializes in sheet
metal working and switch cabinet production, decided
to build a new plant in the German town of
Hettenleidelheim in order to create space for future
growth. For this purpose it invested in modern storage
technology. The company now stores sheet metal and
finished parts in a Uniline in-line storage system from
Kasto, saving valuable space. The system ensures safe
and reliable material handling and efficient
provisioning of the connected stamping and laser
cutting machinery.
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H

ettenleidelheim is located in an idyllic rural setting in the Palatinate region, just a few miles from the German Wine Route.
Vineyards and castles dominate the scenery. The town has only
about 3,200 inhabitants, but economically it is very well positioned.
One reason is its direct access to the A6 autobahn. Another is the
fact that it is home to a number of long-established, successful
companies. One of these is Gebr. Blum GmbH. Founded in the
1960s, it specializes in sheet metal working and construction of
switch cabinets. Its reputation has spread throughout the region
and beyond. Today Blum supplies a large number of prestigious
customers in areas such as mechanical engineering, systems engineering and robotics. Its portfolio includes individual parts, small
batches, large batches and complete assemblies.
However, the company’s continuing success created a problem:
As time went by, its existing location no longer offered enough
space. “When the company was founded, our premises were on the
edge of town, but over the years they were increasingly surrounded
by residential areas,” says managing director Jörg Neu, who took
over the company in 2003. “We were completely encircled. Large
trucks were finding it harder and harder to enter and leave. What’s
more, the buildings were showing their age and weren’t high

streamline and automate this work,” says Neu. The manager had already learned from a partner company about the storage systems
offered by Kasto Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG. Kasto, a familyowned company based in Achern, Germany, is a global leader in
the storage of bar stock and sheet metal. “We described our requirements to Kasto and to other manufacturers,” recalls Neu. “For us it
was not only important to have high quality and good value for
money, we also wanted to be independent of our supplier for metalworking machinery. Kasto took all of our needs into account and
found a solution that was perfect for us. That was decisive.”

Storage and retrieval of sheets at the press of
a button
Kasto implemented an automatic Uniline in-line storage system for
Gebr. Blum. With a height of eight meters, it has space for up to 686
pallets that can hold sheets measuring up to 3,000 x 1,500 millimeters. The sheets are placed in storage at a station with a longitudinal
carriage at the front of the warehouse. When stacks are delivered,
employees use forklifts to move them to the system pallets. A storage and retrieval machine (SRM) then automatically takes them to
a free storage location. The integrated Kastologic warehouse management system allows users to see the location of the pallets and
materials at all times. “Employees enter the material data at the op-

enough inside for new and larger machines.” Thus Blum decided to
move to a new location in order to gain additional capacity for its
increasing production.

New location with state-of-the-art storage
technology
In 2016, an opportunity arose in the form of a commercial zone on
the northern edge of Hettenleidelheim. Together with its partner
company WS&M, Blum erected two buildings in an area of 25,000
square meters. The buildings provided a total of 4,000 square meters of production space, enough for laser machining, folding,
bending, manual and robot welding, assembly of component
groups and production of switch cabinets. The company also
planned to expand its storage capacity, but size wasn’t the only consideration. “For us it was clear from the start that we had to make
use of new technologies,” says Neu.
At the old location, raw materials – sheet steel, stainless steel and
aluminum – were stored in a warehouse served by forklifts. Workers
moved the sheet metal to the machining equipment by hand – a
time-consuming and laborious process. “To cut costs, we wanted to

01 The warehouse has a height of eight meters and provides space for
up to 686 pallets
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02 Inside, at the front of the warehouse there are seven other stations with lateral transport carriages for removing and returning material

erating panel when the material is stored, and only once,” explains
Kasto project manager Markus Füller. “The intuitive graphical interface makes this very easy.”
Inside, at the front of the warehouse there are seven other stations with lateral transport carriages for removing and returning
material. There are also two metalworking machines. The older of
the two, a laser-cutting machine made by Trumpf, was already in
use at the previous location and is fed by a manually operated over-

T

he warehouse runs perfectly
and has given us significant
gains in speed, efficiency,
transparency and safety.
Jörg Neu, managing director of
Gebr. Blum GmbH

LOGISTICS

head crane. However, when new material is needed, employees can
request it just by pressing a button. The pallet arrives automatically
in a matter of seconds. A newly purchased stamping and laser cutting machine, which can run fully unattended, is also connected to
the storage system. Vacuum suction units remove sheets that have
been taken from storage and convey them automatically to the facility. “That saves time, reduces the burden on our workers and protects them from injury,” says Neu. Parts that have been cut by the
machine are then automatically put back onto a system pallet.

Warehouse software is connected to the ERP
system and machine controller
The Uniline storage system is specially designed for effective delivery of material to metalworking machines. The flexible Kastologic
software can connect the machines to the system regardless of manufacturer. The storage facility makes optimum use of the available
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03 An employee enters the material data at an

operating panel with a graphical interface when the
material is stored

room height. Thanks to its slim design and the small approach dimensions of the SRM, it takes up very little space. The SRM is
equipped with extremely dynamic drives for fast, direct access to the
material. The modular design of the storage system allows it to be
perfectly adapted to the user’s needs. For example, several different
types of carriage are available for storage and retrieval, and there are
additional conveyor and order-picking units. “We’ve also designed
our software to integrate our solutions into a uniform material flow,”
says Füller. Kasto has also connected the warehouse to Blum’s AbasERP system and to the control unit of the stamping and laser cutting
machine to ensure easy use and permit unmanned operation.
The warehouse went into operation in April 2017. The employees
of Gebr. Blum were thoroughly trained by Kasto’s experts to make
them familiar with the new system. Since then, the system has run
without any problems. “If there were ever a malfunction, we could
go online and quickly rectify it by means of remote maintenance,”
explains Füller. Managing director Jörg Neu is fully satisfied: “Kasto
did a great job here – the warehouse runs perfectly and has given us
significant gains in speed, efficiency, transparency and safety.” At
present the company is in two-shift operation. When the combined
stamping and laser cutting machine is connected, it will be able to
run after working hours without staffing.

Capacity for future growth
About 250 of the 700 storage compartments at Gebr. Blum are currently filled, so plenty of space is still available. There are two reasons for this, Neu explains: “First, we’re also planning to store finished parts here, with different dimensions. The Uniline storage
system makes this possible thanks to its dynamic shelf height management.” The other reason is that the company is looking forward
to strong growth and has already created the necessary capacity.
“After all, we don’t want to move again very soon,” says the managing director with a smile.
Photographs: Kasto

www.kasto.com

Beumer Group expands the fillpac FFS filling machine
product family
As a system supplier, Beumer Group expanded the fillpac FFS form fill seal system product
family in order to offer even more tailored solutions for specific applications. Customers
can now get the filling system for high-capacities of up to 2,600 bags per hour and for low
throughputs starting from 1,800 per hour, used for example in the fertiliser industry. Depending on the requirements the suitable machine performance class can be selected from
the extended product range. With its fillpac FFS, the system supplier presents itself as singlesource provider for filling, palletising and packaging technologies. This machine forms a
ready-made PE tubular film into a bag and fills it with engineering plastics like PE, PP, PA or PS granules. Reliable and gentle filling is
also possible for salts or fertilisers. The pellets are then weighed before the filling process. For this, the Beumer fillpac FSS is equipped
with an electronic calibration-capable weighing unit. Then the system seals the bags with a weight of up to 25 kg.
www.beumergroup.com

Ecomal increases
the use of Picavi
smart glasses
The electronics wholesaler,
Ecomal Europe GmbH, will
be using more Picavi smart
glasses at its European central warehouse from the
third quarter of 2018 on-

wards. This is because the
company is extending the
field of activities used by
the pick-by-vision solution
in the past at its logistics
centre in Kirchzarten. Up
to now, the warehouse specialists have used ten pairs
of the glasses for picking
outgoing goods – now the
glasses will be deployed for
incoming goods too. Ecomal
is hoping to achieve a significant reduction in the error
rate when putting items into
storage by using the Picavi
products in this area.
www.picavi.com

Spot on

under extreme conditions.
Under extremes of heat or ice, in extremely wet, salty or dusty
conditions, or just for an extremely tight fit, there is still a need to
be spot on. STAHL CraneSystems engineers and technicians
develop the right solution for tricky situations where unusual
requirements emerge. Their long experience and detailed know-how,
coupled with a high degree of vertical integration and seamless
quality management, enable them to rise to extreme challenges.

Product launch at
TOC Asia in Singapore

LOGISTICS

Kalmar’s new AGV, the FastCharge doing what it does
best; ‘handling heavy duty container loads’

Mikko Mononen, the Vice President of Intelligent
Horizontal Transportation division at Kalmar explains,
“The Kalmar FastCharge AGV offers both greenfield
and brownfield terminals an alternative solution to
reduce the environmental impact of their operations
while maximizing equipment availability. It
complements our existing offering for horizontal
transportation and is based on the proven TLS
automation platform, which includes AGV support for
terminals using the Navis N4 TOS. Launching the
Kalmar FastCharge AGV was the natural next step
after the successful project with PSA Singapore, where
we delivered a fleet of 18 customized electric AGVs at
the end of June 2017.”

A

t the 2018 Tech TOC Conference held in the Marina Bay Sands
resort in Singapore, Kalmar introduced its latest technologies
and solutions for the Asia-Pacific market. Tech TOC is the terminal
operations conference stream of TOC Asia, which was held on 2425 April 2018. With the launch of FastCharge AGV this year, Kalmar
now successfully expands it product portfolio. The company now
offers the widest range of cargo handling solutions and services to
ports, terminals, distribution centers and to heavy industry. With
one in four container movements around the globe being handled
by a Kalmar solution, the company is a dominant player in the sector with expertise in terminal automation and energy efficient container handling.
Through its extensive product portfolio and global service network, customers can choose an integrated turnkey solution consisting of the Kalmar terminal logistics system (TLS) and Navis N4 terminal operating system. They can also take advantage of Kalmar
Key, which enables integration of the Kalmar TLS with their existing
terminal operating system (TOS) through a series of open application interfaces.

Photographs: Lead photo Fotolia, Kalmar

www.kalmarglobal.com
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FAULHABER BHx

High performance in
the palm of your hand

NEW

FAULHABER Brushless DC--Servomotors Series 1660 ... BHx

WE CREATE MOTION

In medicine, great responsibility lies in the hands of the in
ndividual.
The new 1660 ... BHx series sets new standards in this field: with
respect to installation space
e and weight, it delivers high sp
peed with
low noise, vibration and he
eat development – inconceivab
ble values
until recently. This drive se
e ries is thereby predestined forr medical
handpieces with high power requirements in applications witth limited
installation space.

www.faulhaber.com/bhx/en/
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